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In the last decade, ~ock in Artificial Intelligence has 
stressed the importance of having both declarative and procedural 
forms of knowledge available. Recently, a number of workers have 
pointed out t~at procedural info~ation can be regarded as control 
information which can be used to control the sequencing of applica-
tion of the declarative components, and have remarked en the 
advantages of keeping these two types of info~ation se?arate 
[see, for exarnple,Sigart NerllSlet~ ;63, JUne 1977 and #70, Feb. 1980]. 
In ~~e last few years we have been looking at the problem of 
automatically inferring this control component from the behaviour 
of ~~e declarative component [ 7]. In this paper we describe 
briefly some experiments we have done, discuss some of the difficult-
ies we have encountered, and show now they might be overcome. 
1 
CUr previous work [7,8] has shewn t.~t it is lX'ssib1e to synthesize 
procerlures (sequencing information) by analyzing successful executicn t...~ces 
providaj by a trainer of a oondeteI:ni.nistic pro:iucticn system (PS) program 
[ 3 J • CUr approach was as follows: 
(1) Select a I typical' input to the prcgram arrl run the 
prcgram rep:atedly on this input. 
(2) Record the sequence of rules selected tcgether with input/ 
output infonnation and the set of rules which cx:ruld have been 
fired (called the aJI"I.ilict set of rules) . 
(3) Re;:eat this for other typical inputs. 
(4) I:escribe the J:::etter (i.e. shorter) successful sequences in a 
o:mtrol·language, CRAPS, designed for this purpose (and 
descril:e:i J:::elcw) • 
(5) Generate a set of rreta-rules whose objective is to aid 
the CRAPS description if the sequenc~ is inappropriate. 
(6) Use the CRAPS description arrl the rreta-rules to guide the 
prcgram I s subsequent decisicns. 
2 
The CRAPS language provides a semantic framework with 
which to specify or describe sequences of rule applications in 
the execution of the PS program. The basic primitive of CRAPS 
is called a unit. A unit specifies either a rule ap?licaticn 
(with preconditions), in which case it is called a simpl~ unit, 
or a control operation applied to a sequence of units. ~he 
control operations are Permutation of a set of sequences, 
Alternative or conditional selection of a sequence from a set 
of sequences, Repetition of a sequence controlled by simple 
Boolean assertions (described below) in Disjunctive Normal 
Form (DNF) and (implicit) Concatenation of units producing 
sequences. (From which we have derived the acronym CRAPS.). 
The control primitives are represented syntactically 
in Cambridge form by PERMUTE, IF-THEN-ELSEIF, and REPEAT, 
respectively, while concatenation is represented by a list 
of units enclosed in double pointed brac~ets (c < ») • 
The CRAPS operators c~rrespond to various control 
primitives of conventional programming languages, and to that 
of Regular Expressions (where permutation corresponds to a 
shuffZe operator). The choice of using Regular Expressions 
for control depends on several considerations. First, people 
generally use descriptions of their own actions which appear 
very much like Regular Expressions. Secondly, since they are 
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one of t~e simplest formalisms, it would appear that they would 
be easier to induce from examples than other more complicated 
for~alisms. Lastly, they are easily implemented and easy to 
understand. 
However, it would appear that Regular Expressions are 
too limited in their expressive power to be of much interest. 
However, coupled with a powerful PS program as we use here, the 
total system is at least as powerful as the PS representation 
and is capable of a wide range of behavior with the additional 
control constraints. For example, consider the following example 
taken from Georgeff [ 4 J (interpreting this production 
system in the usual formal grammar sense). 
PI: S ~ MC 
P2: A ~ aA 
P3: B ~ bB 
P4: C ~ cC 
P5: A ~ a 
P6: B ~ b 
P7: C ~ c. 
Beginning with the initial sentential form (WM) containing S, 
these productions generate the language {aibjck,i,j,k ~ I} 
which is context-free. If we restrict the permissible sequence 
of rule applications to be a member of the language generated 
by the following Regular Expression: 
(1) pI (p2 p3 p4) * p5 p6 p7, then the language ge~erated 
is {anbncn , n ~ l} which is context-sensitive. Notice that 
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p2 p3 p4 can be used in any order as can pS p6 p7. We can 
describe these additional control constraints in CRAPS as: 
(2) «Dl [REPEAT [PER~UTE «p2» «p3» «p4»JJ 
[PERMUTE «p5» «06» «p7»J ». 
Georgeff describes the use of Regular Expression control 
in this fashion to both limit the number of productions to be 
tested on each cycle and to leave nondeterministic selection 
points in tact and at well specified points within the control. 
For example, in (1) above, at the end of the repetition, only 
p2 and p3 can enter the conflict set of rules (severely li~iting 
the number of productions to be tested, which can obviously be 
useful for large systems, but also be too restrictive in 
general) and leaving the final decision as to which production 
to select up to the conflict resolution strategy (or meta-
level knowledge base, see [ 2 J). 
There is some attempt in CRAPS to lessen the responsibility 
of the conflict resolution strategies built in to the PS 
interpreter by allowing explicit specification of conditions under 
Which repetitions should be allowed and alternatives should 
be selected. The repetition operator in CRAPS, therefore, 
contains both a While and Until clause and the alternation 
operator contains conditional expressions for each alternative 
very much like the LISP CONDo Further, even the simple unit, 
which specifies the next rule to apply, contains a precondition 
for that rule to be applied. In total, this wealth of scecified 
conditions is intended to move many of the nondeterministic 
decisions out of t~e ?S interpreter and into the control 
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mechanism e=pi.icitZy. TIle human expert 'Hh:> defined the PS and t...""ained 
the systen was all~ to vitM only t.~ conflict set of rules dur;ng 
tra.in:in:;, ·,.n-..ich proved to l:e an adequate m::::del of the state of t..'1e 
problem-solving system. (Dynamic additions to the prcduction rrerory were 
possible. ) 'l11erefore, the e.xact fo:r:rn of the conditions we used in t.'1e 
original lan;uage were (disjunctive) sets of rules whose le-rt-han:l sides 
matc.1ed the current contents of the data base. (Tr..e latest version of 
the language p:nni.ts additional information on hew data is shared 
retween the rules in the conflict set.) 
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There are four types of meta-rules which assist a CRAPS 
description in controlling a ?S. It is the simple uni~ which 
actually selects the next rule to fire on each cycle (the 
higher level control units produce sequences of simple units) , 
and if in the event that the DNF expression evaluates to false 
or the specified rule is not active, the meta-rules are called 
upon to suggest a list of rule names to try in order to force 
the DNF expression to evalu~te to true. (\'Ie use the control 
in an irrevocable fashion, not wanting to resort to backtracking.) 
For example, suppose that the simple unit (A (B C» is in 
control, E was the previously fired production, and the current 
conflict set of rules is {B D}. This situation may be 
described as: 
(1) A and C should be active 
(2) D should (perhaps) be inactive 
(3) {B D} is currently active 
(4) E was just fired. 
Accordingly, the meta-rules which we have developed are 
designed to deal with the four cases listed using the primitive 
functions Want-aative, Want-inaative, CurrentZy-aative, and 
Just-fired respectively. In each case, a meta-rule may suggest 
a list of rules to try in that situation using the primitive 
function Try-to-fire. The suggestions are weighted since a 
rule may be suggested several times by different meta-rules. 
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In spite of the apparent sparsii:'f of infonraticn, we were able 
to construct very useful and interesting procedures for solving our first 
exper:ilrental problem a slightly ideal j zed jigsaw puzzle. In fact, our 
program synthesized, wit..~ one or two minor errors, all the strategies 
used by the trainer (separat.in:r pieces into piles, b 1 j J d j I¥3' the outer 
ec1ge first, etc.). Our program also constructed a set of meta-rules, 
(see for example [2]) which in rrost cases had t:r.e ability to correct 
the l:ehavior of the jigsaw puzzle pro:3'ram when the CQAPS description 
controlling it was not adequate. _ 
Si11ce the technical problem with our approach is equi vale.."t to t..J.:Le 
prcblem of Int::hlC-..ive Inference of the Minirm.:Jm Regular Expression fran 
i.ncanplete samples, which was proven by An:;'luin [1] to be NP-ccmplete, 
t.~ procedures we developed were necessarily heuristic in nature. 
We enCO\IDterec1 a number of ot.~ difficulties with this a?;'roach. 
'll1e first difficulty is the (lack of) p:wer of the CRAPS description, 
-which corre5?Ql1ds to an exterJ:led fOl:l1 of finite state control. 
Thus, for e..xarnple, a tree-traversal prcgram with prcrluctions: 
start 
gtr left, can I t go left 




ani a finite-state control language cannot be used to iroplarent an i..norder 
scan procedure. To do this would require a context-free control language, 
~tting definition of self-enbedding sequences (which correspcnd to 
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recursive procedures). See the section be.la,.;r for the details of this 
e..xarnple. 
A second difficulty is the lack of flexibility in ~~e CRAPS 
description, which in essence specifies a set of acceptable execution 
sequences. Thus when ~~e description is not applicable (e.g. the 
recommended production is not fireable) no heuristic information 
is available. This suggests that the rigid forms of control 
investigated by George£f [4 J il!ay not be adequate for real-world 
problems. ~ve attempted to make up for this in the set of meta-rules, 
which in effect contained local information ab~ut fragments of the 
original sequences (e.g. if you want to fire x, try to fire y) . 
The meta-rules are of course more flexible, but do not contain as 
much specific information as the description; an experiment using 
the meta-rules alone failed to solve the problem. 
A third defficiency of our approach was that the explicit 
contents of the working memory was completely ignored. 
In the following section we describe the characteristics of 
a new cont=ol language, tentatively called MCL, which we 
believe will contribute to a solution of these problems. 
The MCL Control Language 
The MCL control language is designed within the 
following constraints: 
a. A MCL description should consist of a set of meta-rules, 
rather than a description of a set of sequences. 
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b. ~,ese meta-rules should be probablistic rather ~~an 
deterministic, based on the closeness of the matching of their 
conditions to ~he current situation. 
c. 
d. 
The meta-rules should make use of a goal-subgoal structure. 
The ~eta-rules should be able to refer to the current 
state of ~,e working memory. 
Thus a meta-rule in MeL will be of the form 
if the working ~emory is similar to M 
and the current goal structure is similar 
to G, then the correct action is similar 
to A. 
A may specify a firing of a prcciuctim, or m::x:lirjing t..'1e goal structure. 
~ goal structure will J:e a tree, with each ncrle J:eing an OR ncx:e (its goal 
might J:e achieved by first achieving the gool of any of its child ncees), an sm 
ncrle (its gcal might t:e achieved by first adrieving the gools of its child 
ncdes in t.'1e sequence specified), an IND no::!e (its gool might J:e ac:ue',;ed by first 
achieving tl-.e gcals of its child no::!es, in any o~....e.r), or a REP ncx:e (its goal 
might be adueved by first reFeatedly ac.!U.eving t..'1e goal of its c.-uld ncdc) . 
!be working m:rrory will J:e described by giving t1-.e set of prcd1.:C~Ci"'.s which 
are fireable, to:;etrer wit..'1 any necessarj instantiatim il"lfor:maticn. ?revicu.sly 
t.'1.is inior.raticn just sp:cified tN: set of prc:euC"'"...icns; the neN sd:e.rre will shaN 
hew the varicu.s possible instantiations are related. 
Notice the closeness of this Ireta-rule fanralisn to that of Davis [21; the 
essential Ciffe-,=-T"lCes are the richness of ti'.e goal st..."'i.lCture in our cesign, aI".d 
the certaint'j of usefulness of a rule is dependent on its dynamic appliC3bill~ 
raU..e.r than static sp:cificaticn. 
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Automatic infe=ence of ~CL meta-~ules 
In order to simplify the problem of analysing the 
execution traces, we will requi=e that the trainer specify goal 
information for each ac~ion. This will be in one of the £e~s: 
I can achieve the current goal by firing production P next. 
To achieve the current goal I will first t.-y the following 
(OR,SEQ,I~D,RE?) subgoal str~cture. 
I! have achieved the current goal. 
This is no good, backtrack to geal G. 
Goals may be specified either b¥ arbitrary name, by specifying a 
production which is to be fired, or by specifying a desired working 
memory property. The only informat:~n available to the trainer 
will be the description of the working memory in terms of the 
productions which can fire and the current goal structure. If this 
is inadequate, the trainer wi 11 be permi tted to introduce new produc-
tions. 
Each action of the trainer thus provides a meta-rule; this 
meta-rule may have been used before, or may be new. The set of 
raw meta-rules will be used to construct the MCL descr:ption. 
To do this, the raw meta-rules will be refined as follows (Mi 
refers to a meta-rule) : 
if Mi is an instance of MjY delete Mi: 
if Mi has strictly stronger constraints than ~j' and 
recommends the sa~e action, delete M .• 
•• ~ I 
In addition, we will attempt to generalize the set of meta-rules. 
This set of generalizations will include (cf. 6]: 
if Mi contains a condition which can be deleted without 
causing a conflict with some ~j' add a new meta-rule M'i 
which is obtained from Mi by deleting ~,e constraint. 
if Mi and Mj only differ slightly, with ti E Mi' tj E Mj, 
t .• t·, add a meta-rule which savs that t; is (in context ~ J .... 
Mj) similar to tj. 
if Mi and Mj only differ slightly as above and ti is similar 
to tj' add a meta-rule wi. th (ti or ~)replacing ~i in Mi· 
if M· and M· are generalizations of some meta-rule Hk, not ~ J 
in the set, add Mk,.· 
As we note below, the effect of some of these operations can also 
be achieved by the MCL interpreter. 
If the rreta-rules are written as conjlmCtians of literals, the general-
izaticn prc:ce::iure descri.l::ed by Vere [9J can l:e use::1 to ccrtplte the ccmron 
gene.--ralization M. of 'bIo rreta-rules M. and M.. Vere uses the notation 
-1{ ~ J 
[ Y ] a. -+ 8 to describe a pro:iuction y '" Cl -+ Y '" 8, where Cl, 8, and y are 
o::mjuncti.cns of lita.rals. F.e cbserves t.'lat if (Y3J 0.3 -+ 83 is a maximal 
ttIlllon generalization of [Y 1 J Cll -+ 81 and [y 2] Cl2 -+ 82 , then y 3 may have less 
litsrals tban Yl ani Y2' rut Cl3 (83) must have tl"I..e sarre nurrJ::er of literals as 
0.1 and ~ (81 and 82). In our case, rreta-rules can l:e written in the form 
of ccnjuncticns of literals of the follc:wing forms: 
(G:W..S futuregoals) 
(OR goal sub;oal) 
(sm goal goalsequence) 
(IND gcal subgoal) 
(REP goal subgoal) 
:'2 
, 
(prcduc:~ en instantiation) 
(PIPE ~ instantiation) 
'J!"I.e OOALS literal can describe the unexpanded part of the goal structure, rNh.ile 
t."':e OR, sm, DID and REP literals can describe the part already exparrled. 
L'"licn:raticn a.t:x::ut tr.e state of ~ rrem::::r"1 can l:::e given as a ccnjunction 
of (prc:du.c-...icn instantiation) literals sp:cL.~vi.nq which instantiations of 
'Nhich prcducticns can fire; this generalizes the mtion of assoaia:tion chains 
used 'ay Vere to asscx:iation graphs, sir.ce tr.e instantiation infm::rat:.an can 
s;::eci:f'] substi tutians which can l:::e linked in an a.rbi trary way. 
L"lterpretation of M:L descriptions 
The meta-rules available to centrol t.~ sequencinj of the prt:ducticn 
systan will l:::e of t.~ follcw.in:I types 
W ... G ~ PA, W ... G ~ Ci\ ... PA, W ... G .. GA 
where ~'l is a working ~emory description, G is a goal structure 
description, FA is a sequence of productions, and GA is a sequence 
of goal sCrJcture modifications. At each point that a production 
must be selected to fire from the con=lict set, the MeL inter-
preter will consult these meta-rules to determine the appropriate 
action. This will be done as follows: 
Each meta-rule will be matched against the current situation, 
using a partial matching algorithm(fcr e.~le(Sn. 'n'.e ac-...icn reccr.tre.r.eed by a 
meta-rule will be weighted according to the closeness of the match, 
with an exact match getting the highest weight, a match requiring 
substitution of variables somewhat lower weight, and a ~atch in 
which both matcher and matchee are instances of the same expression 
lowest weight still. This will be done by looking for exact matches 
first, etc. In the case when no action is recommended with a weight 
greater ~~an some ~~reshold, the interpreter will backtrack to a 




Consider the following nondeterministic PS program which 
scans a binary tree. In the exact form of the PS representation 
we use, data elements can be any LISP data structure. An atomic 
data element in ~~e LaS of a production must match an exact data 
element in WM and a list must match a list with the same structure 
-
and content. A symbol preceded with an equals sign represents 
a pattern variable which can match any data structure. The synbol 
is an operator which matches the entire remaining portion of the 
list that contains it, assigning the list value to ~~e variable 
which follows it. tihere it appears in the RHS of a production, 
it deposits the matching list into WM but without the enclosing 
parentheses. Data elements are deleted from WM only if ~~ey are 
included as arguments to the < delete > system function in ~~e RES 
of a production. 
A binary tree is represented in WM by ~~e following data 
format: The root of the tree is represented by (ROOT =x). If 
node 3 has a left son A, it is represented by (LEFT B A) and 
similarly (RIGHT B C) represents C as the right son of B. The 
father S of a node A is represented by (FATHER B A), and the current 





((ROOT 2 X) - (NODE 2X) --> (NODE =X)] 
GO-LEFT 
[ (NODE =X) 
PRINT ' 
(LEFT aX ::a'{) --> « delete> (NODE =X) ) (NODE ='l) (FATHER =X ='[ 
v PRI'uTED X) > «write> =X) (ALREADY-PRINTED =X) [(NODE =X) - (ALREAD .. - ~'t.... = --
GO-UP 
[ (NODE =X) (FATHER ='{ =X) --> « delete > (NODE =X» 
(NODE ='l) ] 
CAN-T-GO-LEFT 
, 
[~ODE =X) - (LEFT =X ='{) -->1 
CAN-T-GO-RIGHT 
[ (NODE =X) - (RIGHT =X =y) -->] 
STOP 
[ (NODE =X) (ROOT =X} --> « halt »] 
-Previously, we were able to infer a CRAPS description controlling 
~~is PS to deterministically scan in-order balanced binary trees. 
The CRAPS language ·is, equivalent to finite state control and 
therefore lackg- the power of a push-down automaton, making it 
impossible to construct a description to scan arbitrary binary 
trees with the existing PS. Wi~' ~~e introduction of a goal struc-
ture, and allowing for recursive definitions of goals, ~~e following 
(abbreviated) set of meta-rules achieves the desired deterministic 
control of the PS progr~~: 
ill [(STP-m = d1) - > (FIRE STARr)] 
M2 [(~.I.S INSCAN ! = rest) - > 
(mALS (SEX:) INSCAN (INSCAN-LEFI' 
(FIRE PRINI') 
INSCAN-RIGET) ) 
! = rest)] 
M3 [( mALS (sm INSCAN (INSCAN-LEFT = r» ! = rest) 
-> (cnALS INSCAN-Lcl!T 
(SEX:l INSCAN = r) 
! = rest)] 
M4 [ (GJALS rnSCAN-LEFI' = rest) 
(GrLEFT = dl = d2) -> (FIRE GO-LEFT) 
(GOALS :rnscAN 
(FIRE CD-UP) 
! = rest)] 
M5 [ (GOALS DJSCAN-LEFT = rest) 
(CAN-T~LEFT = dl) -> (GOALS ! = rest)] 
M6 [ (GJALS (sm INSCAN (FIRE PRINI') ! = r) ! = rest) 
-> (mALS (FIRE PRINI') 
(SEQ. lNSG.N = r) 
J,==.rest)] 
~ [ (GQhlS (FIRE PRINI') ! = rest) 
(PRINI' = d1) -> (FIRE PRINI') 
(OOALS ! = rest)] 
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The rana..inin; :reta-rules st=eCify hew to satisfy tbe IJrimitive goals 
cf f:...:-'......ng prcductions (as i.Jl rreta-rule M:7, if PRINI' is ac+-...ive, and the goal 
is fire PRINl', then select PRIN1' fran t..1-u3 oonflict set), and the goal 
St...."""Uct:llre for the symretric case of traversing the right son. 
?'..lrther _~lications 
The application area t..;,at 'N"e have chosen for this ~k is 
graduate student advisement. 'Ihis will l:;e a question-answering pro:3Tam 
whose data-base is essentially the contents of the Canputer Science 
Depart::m:nt bulletin. Questions will range fran w:Jrking out a sui table 
course sche::lule to requests for advice en possible careers - 'He anticipate 
teing able to solve t.~ fomer but think that we will have difficulty with 
the latter. The.ir"lplt will l:;e in declarative fonn, with no central or 
sequenCLT'lg heuristics at all. OUr objective will l:;e to infer I fran 
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